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The Dutch Waste Management Association (DWMA) 
Joins  

The European Recycling Industries’ Confederation (EuRIC) 

 
 

EuRIC welcomes the Dutch Waste Management Association as a new Member.  
 

Dominique Maguin, EuRIC President, speaking in the aftermath of EuRIC Annual Event: “It is 
a great pleasure to count the Dutch Waste Management Association among its Members at such 
a crucial time for the waste management and recycling industries.” 
 

The Dutch Waste Management Association 
joins EuRIC when the European Union 
discusses the new Circular Economy 
Package under the leadership of the Dutch 
Council Presidency. 
 
“Waste is a resource. The DWMA, which is 
true partner in the circular economy, will 
bring its expertise in a number of resource 
streams and strengthen the plea for EU-wide 
pull mechanisms to boost markets for 
recycled materials”.    
 

 
Mr. Emmanuel KATRAKIS, Secretary General of EuRIC & 
Mr. Florens SLOB, chair of the DWMA Recycling and 
Collection Section 

The DWMA is very pleased with its EuRIC membership. Florens Slob, chair of the DWMA 
Recycling and Collection Section: “EuRIC is a dynamic and growing European recycling 
industry platform which works closely with European policymakers to support and accelerate 
the transition to a circular economy. This is entirely in line with the aims of the DWMA and the 
key role we see for recycling in this vital transition.” 

*About EuRIC 
EuRIC is the umbrella organisation for recycling 
industries in Europe. Through its Member Federations 
from 19 EU and EFTA countries, EuRIC represents 
today across Europe over:  
 5,500 companies generating an aggregated 

annual turnover of about €95 billion involved in 
the recycling & trade of various resource streams;  

 300,000 non-outsourceable jobs;  
 An average of 150 million tons of waste 

recycled per year  
 
Website: http://www.euric-aisbl.eu/ 
Twitter: @EuRIC_Recycling   

*About the Dutch Waste Management Association 
The Dutch Waste Management Association promotes 
the interests of companies active throughout the 
whole waste management chain. By uniting the 
various parties and interests in the chain, the 
Association has become a key partner in the transition 
to the circular economy. It stimulates a transition 
based on closing recycling loops and recovering 
materials and energy. DWMA negotiates with 
government and other organisations on behalf of its 
members. In terms of turnover and waste volumes, 
the Association represents about two-thirds of the 
Dutch waste market. 

Website: www.wastematters.eu 
Twitter: EUwastematters 
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